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A/ira Cti. 4.-I

Tur. Sl'lX'TRl'M OF M/K.t CUT I.

KV J
S. I'l A^KI. I 1.

\vi 111 KKoN I i-iii:; K ri \i r.

1'lIIv spcctnini of " Ct-ti has 1)tfU ])h()to«r;ii>hL(l at tin-

Doiuinion Observatory IS times on 11 nights (hiriti^^ the

months of December, 1!«»!, and January. limT. The iinmlR-r of

observing nights (hiring these two montlis has been very limited,

the weather having l>een nnnsiially cloudy, and no more sp—tra

of this interesting variible con 1 1 l)e obtained.

The spectrograph at present in use is an adapted Hrashear

I'niversal Speclnv ='« collimator and camera lenses of

1 < inches a])ertri inches focus, and a train of three

dense flint pri.sm^ .. //." about 1<14, givino a linear dis-

persion at lly of I ..n me* > per millimeter, with a resol-

ving power of 40,<HM». A s] - -trnm about •">•'> mms. long is

obtained, of which, however, owing to curvature of tield of the

triplet camera lens, only about 1') nuns, in the centre is in the

best focus. The balance of the spectrum becomes more and

more diffuse towards the ends of its range, which extends

between A;V.t.")() and A.")1()0. The extreme limits measured for

radial velocities lie between A4-J(Mt and A.1.')S4, but it is jxissible

to obtain fairly accurate values of the wave lengths, within one

tenth of a ttnth-metre. between Hti and //rf.

The spectrum of Mira, observed at this maxinuim, differs in

some essential particulars from previously recorded observations.

The star has been much brighter than for several previous

maxima and it is natural enough, if we con.sider its variability

to be due to changes in its internal condition, to expect a change

in its spectrum. These changes appear both in the absorption

and the emission spectrum, and will be treated in greater detail

later on.

Probably the most striking change is in the character of

Hfi, which had been previously recorded as either dark, or as



4f, The spatrum oj .'//'•<' (^iH-

onlv fahulv bright. Si.lKreavcs . .J/..V. LVIII, p. :!H
)
.lid not

coi-sidtT lif ha.i certainly svtii Ufi l.riglit. Miss. Maury

, H CO. .U,„.,h XXVIII., p. 4.- - saw it hri«ht on soim Hatvar.l

plates Caiuphfll (.Uhopl.ymal Journal IX., p. 1 )
could not

see it visuallv, while Stehbins, . lb,d XVIII., p. •'HI
.

in Ins ex-

liauslive paper, was successful in recording both it and Ih on

some plates, but with much less relative intensity than at this

.naxin.uin. In everv sH;ctruni made here, even those with only

two minutes exi>o.snrc, IIH is distinctly and certainly bright, and

there is noi the slightest doubt of its emissive character. No

trace whatever has been seen of Ih on any of our plates and it is

apparently not present. It also had i-ver been seen bright until

Stebliilis recorded it.

A number of comparative exposures from one minute to

tweiitv minutes were made to determine, anions other things,

the relative intensity of the emission and absorption spectra.

As an estimate from these plates.—no attempt was ma<le to

accuratelv determine intensities.-I would say that the bright

///; had an intensity about 1."> times that of the continuous

si.ectruni in that region, // about -i.". times and //'J at least ."(I

times. These estimates apply to the plates of January -i.H ami

JC, when the star was considerably past maximum. In Decem-

ber no comparative tests were made, but the ratio would not be

very much different, so far as can be judt;ed, from the over-

exposed emission lines.

Before discussing the character of the spectrum it will be

j)referable to give the record of observations and the measures

of the wave-leugMis of the lines and bands obtained from the

most suitably exposed spectrum. No. bSt',. Althongh -l.Mi, 51:.

and .'.-il are the best of the plates, the first eight are all

measurable, and of these 4S(i and -'.lo have been reduced for

the wave length-^ of the absorption lines and bands, and for

the .letermination of the radial velocity. All the plates, with

the exception of .'.T-') to o7S, in which the camera was acci-

dentally not in good focus, have been measured for the velo-

cities due to the Hy emission, ar.d they show, as will be seen.

—2- ~'T:T-TTI'%
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fair a^ri-fim-nt will' utit- anotliir ami witli I'roti-si.r Ciiiiii-

hcir-* prtviiin>l> ilt.-lirmiiit-<i valiio Tlu- vclmitit^ ulitaimd

lioni the alisorptioii part of the >.pietriiiii in the two ])l:ite>

measured agreed so closely with one another, and at the

same time were nearly the same as I'rofessor CampKell > and

Mr. Stehliins' values, that it was nut thought necessary to

measure more jilates.
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Ill the above measures, the wave leuj!;ths of tlie star lines

are determined in the usual way, from the linear ixjsitions of the

star and comparison li;ies on the plate, by Hartmann's interpola-

tion formula. The displacement of the lines in tenth-metres due

to the motion of the star is known, when the velocity is known

from the fornuila
f A

:i!t<.t,,si;(i"

The velocit\ is obtained from the mean of the velocities due

to "J') lines near the middle of the plate, which had been identi-

^if'J^»':WfiS-..-:!i- ,i^
'?-",': iw.".-..>4«-A' . i- atc-i^'..
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ficl as far as i«.ssil.U- with known ttrrtstrial or M.Iar wave

k-nntliv This vchKity. ..11 »H.ii.K tran.MVrrcl »uuk imo .lisplace-

,mnt »>> tlK- .
•«.- formula. >;iNts the crre.tion I.. »h.- apphcd to

the .neas..rca wave lengths of tht- al .sorption line., ennssion

lines, an.l hand' at the en.ls .f the plate, to re»h.ce them l«

normal wave lengths.
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50 The Spectrum of Mira Celi.

o CE71 No. 515.

1906, Dec. 27.

(l.M.T., 15" 55"

(^iMervtd by J. S. I'laskett.

Measured by \V. E. Harper.

MKASIRED NORMAL «ISPI-ACK-
^,j,, ^^^j^^ REMARKS

WAVE I.ENGTHiWAVE LENGTH MENT

457.2705
4550°222

454<>.234

4541-976
4537 •3S5

4528-7X0

4524-3()0

44')""'J75

4490-1^02

441,3 5 17
44f"'557

4459016
4454 885
443'»'3<>6

4428-780
4427 '35

"

440f''33'

4402 076
4396-696
43S0-806
4369-560
4354-34S

4353-3'''

4341-784
4334-3o<*<

4320-247
4307 '5 5!*

4302 203

4297-244
4290-617

1-275
8-93»
4-845
0-776

5-965
7-490
2 -974
6-57

960
2-21

0-20

7-656
3-5<J5

8 -00(1

7-420
6-201

4-95'

o-73»
5-286

9 396
8 -071

yoiv,
2-006

0-634
2-988

8-817

6-078

0-94S
5'9'4

9237

1-430
1-284

i-3»9
1-200

1420
1-290

1-386

1-360

1-380

1-390

i-3f)0

1-350

1-380

1-338
1-410

I -410

1-489

1-310

1310
1-150

I -320

1 -430

1-480

1-258

I "330

1-380

+93-66
85-27
91-70

79'32

94 00
85-40
91-96

9' -39
92-87

93-82
92-07

9<-39
93-82
qri8
95-88

90-58
102-06

ijo-00

1)0 00

179-351
91-10

W-24
10 5 00
87-68

92-83
^96-32

Mb
Ti

Cr Ti

Cr
ri Cr
Ti

Ti
li Mil Cr
Cr
Ke Mil

V Mn
;i'i V .Mn

Ti .Mn
\'

Ti Ke
li

Ke
V
Ti V
\'

Ke
Ke V
Cr Mg
II; Kmissioii
\-

Ca Mil

Ti

Ti

Cr Ti

li

Mean .il' Absurpti'in l.ine> ^ 92-48

4-7

0-9 "-(1

Curvature currectinn

Radial velocity

0-22

0-50

65-3

1,1 the tables above, of plates 480 and 515, the first column

contains the wave lengths computed from the linear measures by

Hartmann's formula. The second column contains the normal
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\Yave-lenKtlis determined, in the cases where there are no entries

in the two succeeding colnnins, by the jirocess outhned above,

and in the other cases where the hnes have been identified, by

taking the correspcndinj; wave-lenRths from Rowland's table.

These identifications have been made as consistently as pos-

silile, nsin« only those elements which it was considered proba-

ble from the similarity of o OH to third type stars, would be

prownt in the star. The third column contains the displacement

of the line in tenth-metres from its normal position due to mo-

tion, and is obtained by subtraction of the second column from

the first. The fourth column contains the velocity correspond

ins to this displacement, obtained by multiplyiuR by •».nt,.S(l(l A.

Let us consider in the first place the radial velocity of o Cti

as determined from the displacements of the absorption and

^mission lines. The mean velocity from the absorption lines in

No. -ISC, is + '.»04.'. knis. per second, which, on applying; the

correction for the orbital and diurnal movement of the eaith,

and for the curvature of the -i>ectral lines, reduces to <)'. til kms.

per sec, recession, compared with the sun. Kor plate ni.-) the

velocity is -f «.">:? kms., in good agreement with the fir^l. Pro-

fessor Campbell*, from his determinations in ISilT and IMts.

obtained .i meat! velocity of -t- tJ2-:{ kms., and Stebbins in nM)2.

of •)<; kms. This shows that the motion of the star is constant,

as the variation between the Lick and Ottawa determinations can

readily be accounted for by the uncertainty in the identification

of the lines, and in the intensity to be assigned to them in the

blends, in a star so different from the sun in its absorption.

Ciiiupbell's value of the velocity is probably more nearly the true

one on accouiii of the greater dispersion and resolving power of

the Mills spectrograph, which admits of the resolution of lines

much closer together than is possible with the Ottawa instru-

ment.

The errors in identification and blending are plainly shown

by the very high mean error t = L -ri of the determination

I

mmm.
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from a single line. In the case of stars like fi Ceminorinn and

rr Ikiotii, where their similarity to the Sun allows of satisfactory

identifications and blends, the mean error is only one third of

the above, while the mean error of setting on the lines of o Ce/i

which are of good (jnality for measurement, is not materially

greater than with solar stars. It is evident, therefore, from the

satisfactory agreement of the velocities obtained at two epochs

nine years apart, that the star's velocity, ,so far as it is deter

mined from displacements of the absorption lines, is constant,

and. as Professor Campbell has already said, its variability is

probably not dejiendent upon or connected with any orbital

motion.

A conipari.son of the displacements of the bright hydrogen

lines on the tw" plates already measured, and their corresiioiid-

ing velocities, with the mean velocity from the ab.sorption lines,

shows that the former is about !•') kms. smaller, that, if the dis-

placement could be explained by velocity changes only, the

emissive layer is lagging behind the absorptive layer at the rate

of 1
') kms. i)er sec. It is of cour.se more likely that the differ-

ence is due to some unknown condition in the atmosphere of the

star which may dis])lace the spectral line.s. To obtain all the

information jiossible in regard to the character and displacement

of the hydrogen emission lines, a nundier of plates were made

with varying exposure, from 1 minute to 20 minutes, and these

were carefully compared with one another and with the pre-

viously exposed more intense i)hites to determine the form of the

emission lines. No trace could be found of Campbell's tri]>le

formation in any of the plates, although the earlier ones, when

the star was near maxiuuun, were not suitably exposed to

exhibit such an effect. The lines were, however, in the majority

of the plates, unsynunetrically broadened with respect to tlie

actual centre of intensity determined from the tips of the emiss-

ion lines. These tips were nearer to the violet side of the

bands, .showing that the radiation was not synunetrical, and this

asymmetry became more evident, the more inten.se became the

line. This is indicated in two wa\s in the table of the velocities
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due to the bright hydrogen lines, first by the actual measure of

the positions of the red edge of the tips, and of the violet edge

of the bright Hy lines, and second, by the smaller velocities

gi%'en by the short exposure, less intense plates, as compared

with the plates exposed for the absorption spectrum, in which

the emission lines were much over-exposed.

RADIAL VELOCITIKS, o CETl.

From //; Kmissiun liiiL-.— Kwliicc-d Id the Sun.

I

i j
RED

TIl'S OF ]EDOE
O. OF BXI'O.Sl'REOBSER- //; TO VIO-OF //; RAD. VEX.. REM VRKS
I..\TK TIME VER

TO TII'S
LET EDGE »* * •*• » m *^% V '

REVS.
REVS.

452 tS niin. II •dSf. •"73 + 48-5
486 19 " 11 •"99 •083 5''' 1

493 20 " V •088 076 467
5'5 \

30 " I' •1)83 056 52^-2

S^i 30 " 1' •( 19

1

•078 48-8

534 1
40 " H •"75 •070 51-1

555 1

60 "
i

»'
•102 •046 37-9 A linor mal ?

5f'3 20 " ! 1' .067 o(i8 43"" (INn)r nij^ht

569 OS " H 44-0 and chanjjc

579 20 " 1' •"57 •"55 45 4 of Icnip. 1

S.So 10 " 1' •"57 •"3» 40 -8

5S1 OS " 1' •046 •047 44 "3

5S2 02 " I' 45^7

S83 01 " 1' 40'

I

.Mean of 14 plates = + 46-I

Mean of plates exposed for absorption spectrum = -480
'* " " '* ** emission spectrum onlv -- - 44'2

These measures show a fair agreement among themselves,

but this accordance is considerably increased when they are

divided into two sets—of the strongly and moderately exposed

plates,—and when plate No. 5.^5 is omitted. It is abnormal in

the marked asymmetry of the bright line, as shown by the

measure in colunuis 4 and •"), and its low velocity may be due to

the long exposure on a poor night, where an in.struniental dis-

placement might have occurred through change of temperature.

The mean of the first six, exposed f^r the absorption spec-
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trum is-lDi), and t'- . .nean of the last seven, exposed for the

emiss'ion spectrum, is 4.-2. This difTerence may be due to t.-o

causes either an actual change in the iK,sition of the centre of

intensity of the bright //;'. or an apparent change due an m.

symmetrical broadening of the line on the plate, caused b> he

over exposure of a bright line whose curve of '"tensUy ,= not

similar on each side of the cu.tre. In the case of the first six

plates in which the en^ission lines are over exposed, the velocity

obtained is greater, indicating that the setting of the m.croscope

uirehad b..n fuUher to the red than in the case of the las

seven Mr. Harper, to whom I am indebted for the measurement

of these plates, tells me that in each case he set the w.re as

„earlvasiK)ssibleonthecentreofthe broad black hue and no

aitentu,n was paid to the tips. This would indicate that the

emission line was slightly asymmetric towards the red, thus

shifting the setting towards the red with increased exposure,

and the displacement is not likely due to an actual change m the

position of //;' itself.

There is a remarkable agreement between the mean velocity

44-' kms obtained from the last 7 plates, and the mean velocity

44-4 kms found bv Prof. Campbell from f. plate.s made by hun

i„ November 1S9S, when, as he says, the lines appeared nearly

monochromatic, with a faint broadening or companion to the

red side practically of the same character as observed here.

This would tend to show that the conditions in the star under

which the bright Hy lines are produced, tend to repeat them-

selves at difTerent maxima, so far, at any rate, as the displace-

ment is concerned, although the relative intensity of the difTerent

members of the // series is widely different.

No trace can be found, however, in these spectra of the

bright /•< lines at 4:?().sOSl and 4:57t'.107, recorded by Profs.

Campbell and Stebbins. but there are no fewer than S hues

between /M and \ 4-2:5.^ which have every appearance of emis-

sion lines They stand out as isolated narrow bright lines in a

fairly uniform strip of absorption si^ctrum, with an intensity at

lenst twice as great as the back ground of sp'_ rum in which

'"^^•^•"^
iili
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they lie, and are evtn shown prominently in the \ -dened repro-

duction of plate 4S<). It seems hardly possi' ' that iliey can lie

narrow strips of continuous si^ectrum left labsorbed, as their

width is generally less than half a tenth-metre. It may he said

on the contrary, however, that they have not l)een identified

with any one element, and that the nearest i''"ntifications, are

of elements which have the most pronounced lines in the absorp-

tion s]>ectrum There is an exception to this statement in the

case of four of the lines which fall reasonably close to four lines

in the spectrum of Cerium.

The wave-lengths, and the nearest metallic lines are as fol-

lows :
—

BRIGHT LINES IX THE SI'ECTRUM OF o CI-.TI.

NOKMAI, W.-I,. NKARKST MKTAI.I.IC LINKS.

422i)-5I 422i)fil I'e, 422i)-S7 V

4I7,S-S4 4l78i;4V, 4179-45 Cc-

417J-5.S 417371 Ti, 4'"4™^ l''^'. 4'73\'" '''t'

* 4I65-S4 4I657SC.', 410571 Cr, .^i. 15-60 l-\-

* 4I3S'33 4l3S"-27 V, 4i.iS-5i ';c, 41.^870 M,.

i,\uy-,(i 4119-62 V, 4119-99 Cir, 4119-77 Mo, 4119 55 1-L-

4102-95 4103-14 Mil

The three lines marked witU a star (*), are those which

appear the most sharply defined md separated from the absorp-

tion spectrum, and which seem to be almost certainly emissive in

character.

The normal wave-lengths, were obtained from the measured

wave-lengths by subtracting the displacement equivalent to the

velocity of the absorpc.on lints. If the mean value of the velo-

city due to the bright H lines were applied to the normal wave

lengths above given, they would be increased by 0"2o tenth

metres. Owing to the distance from the centre of the spectrum

and the consequent poor focus, the wave-lengths above given

may be uncertain to the extent ot one tenth of a te itV.-metre,

possibly more although the identifications of the absorption

lines measured in that region agree to the same limit with the
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vines in Rowlands table. It secn.s. therefore, in.ix.sMble to

tZ^ identify any of these lines with the n.talhc enuss-

on lines, though their appearance and the.r .sola ed ..

Zs in the general absorption in that region scarce y adnut

of "n other interpretation of their character than the ennss-

Ke'ne A further evidence in this regard is the.r appear-

a ceTn some of the other early s^^ctra. in winch the expo-

: e was insufficient to show any but the fanUest trace of

Zrption spectrum in the >^'ven region. Stebbu.mh

paper found only one of the above hues as bnght A 4 .53 .5. ,

> t did not attempt any identification. He also finds A 4 1.
s

^

S4 as apparently bright, but considers U to be only a bnght

place between two absorption lines. He gwes no record of the

o her lines registered as bright here, and evidently they were not

^le in his spectra. Professor Campl.ll. in h.s observations

:i there is good reason to believe in a bright hue at 102 8

evidently the same as the one observed here at A 410 J... He

a :« mentions one or two . .re as probably present on the v.olet

side of m, but no such lines can be seen m our spectra^

The absorption .spectrum of . Ceti is of the banded type.

Secchi-s third, Miss Maury's XX.. and has scarcely any recog-

Sble sitnilarity to the solar type. It is cons.derably d.fTere

;i.(V,W. and even further advanced than /W.. I

h racteriswell .shown by the identifications n. the tables of

n^al es of plates 48(i and olo. The only absorbn,g elements

;:^...:s^ng^a.b^d.n.li.^

!: Its, and which, as Professor Hale and Mr. Adan.s have

In * are much intensified in the spectrum of Arcturus and

Srire so in . Orionis as compared w.th^^^^^
sun Apiv-ently, they are even more promment n . Oi than

Z. Orl as our measures have disclosed no other elements

. Co„:nl.uno,n of the SoUr Ohen^alon: Nus. 8 an.l 12.

'^^^^E^*^
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as certainly present in its spe' ' uni. St bbins doiihts the pres-

ence of Ti, but the number of jwsitive identifications in Nos.

4S6 and 515, and its analogy with the other sun spot elements,

seem to offer conclusive evidence in its favor.

As the spectrum does not extend much l)elow A 5t)()0, only

the barls in the blue-green are shown, but they are distinctly

marked, sharply limited towards the red if considered as bright

bands. They are brighter than the neighboring bands, and

fade off gradually towards the violet. There is one exception to

this last statement however, the band beginning at A 4('r260,

which is of quite uniform intensity and sharply limited toward

the violet at A 4(507 '>• As the measures of plate 4>i(5 show,

when the band was very di.slinctly and sharply limited, its edge

was measured, and generally also the centre of intensity of the

absorption line to the red side of the edge, but where not very

sharply limited the absorption line at the red odge was

measured. Taking these measures and estiiiiating the distance

of the edges from the measured positions, we get the lollow-

ing approximate wave lengths :

—

49540
4S47-S

4804-5

4761-4

4626-2

4607-6

4584-2

Red Kilgc .if Band

Viulet Kdge of aliuve liaiid

Red Kdgc of Hand

These measures are only given to the nearest tenth of a

tenth-metre, as, owing to the poor focus in this region, they

are not trustworthy beyond that limit.

The spectrum of Ceti is very interesting, and will well

repay a more extended study than has yet been given to it.

Sufficient has been learned about it, however, to say that it

is not necessarily identical at successive maxima, and this is

very well shown by the behaviour of the Hfi and He lines.

It may be considered as well established now that it has a

constant velocity of recession with respect to the sun of about

1
=1
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04 kms. p.r second and that the velocity detennincd fro.n the

bri.ht hydrogen lines is son.e 15 ku.s. per second less. Th.s

aier uc of velocity is probably not real, the correspondn,«

!^ of the bright lines being pro<l«ced by son,e other canse

such as abnornunl conditions of pressure, temperature, or elec-

trical state in the atmosphere of the star.

The difference in the spectrum of . Gli as observed here

and at previous maxima may be sunnnari.ed as follows :-

1. AbsoKtion Spectrum.
, , , .f, i

T.tanium. whose presence has been consulered doubtfu

bv Stebbins, is now very pronnnent as at least one fourth o

the identifications of the pronnne: ^ absorpt.on hues n.easured

i„ the two spectra apj^ar to be due to this elen.ent.

The nmgnesium line at A 4.^71. which was undoubtedly

bright in l'..0->. is now, c.uite as undoubtedly ^^^^^^
an absorption line, which was n,easured n, plae -^ an.

gives a velocity displacen.ent in close agreement w.th the

'"'' The bands seem to end towards the violet at A
4.-iS4,

as

i„ „o„e of the negatives obtained here could any banded ap-

"
uance be recognised below that limit. Th.s ,s also clearly

'I'wn in the reproduction. The position of the >,ands n. the

blue green, however, agrees with Stebbins' values.

» Emission Spectra.

IW which at previous n.axin.a had either I,een h.visible

..r f.int, is now of a decidedly enussive character, apparen-.y

over half as intense as Ily.

//. recorded bv Stebbins as bright in 1002, but pre-

viouslv invisible, cannot be seen in any plate made here.

There is no trace of the triple character of Hy and m
observed by Campbell, but no plates were n.ade here at as

early a date in the period as those obtan>ed by hun. WJI^
mar^ slightly asvmmetric, more intense to the red side of the

true emission line.' similar to the later plates obtained by Lamp-

bell.
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No evitkiice, whatever, can V)e "^een <>f the hrii;ht iron

A 4:!(IS and A »;?V<'., observed liy Canipln;!! and Stehlnns. The

magnesium A 4571 observed as distinctly bright by Stebbins is

now represented by an absorption line. The bright lines A IJdJ.

A (-•'•. and A 437:5, observed bright by Stebbins are not now

present.

Kight other bright lines are present in some of the negativ fs

-^btained here at A 4-2:!;!-4. A 4-.'i!»-5, A 417.SS, A 417:5 ti, A 41ti.VS,

A 4i;!Hr>. A 41 r.lfl and A 41()_''.l. Of these the first and last have

been seen bright by Stebbins and Campbell, resinjctively, and the

third Stebbins considers as a bright space between absorption

lines. There is no doubt in my mind that the first, fifth and

sixth are emissive, but of the others I do not feel so certain.

I acknowledge with thanks my indebtedness to Dr. \V. F.

King, the Director of the Observatory, for his interest and en-

couragement in the work, and to my assistant. Mr. W. Iv Har-

per, who has very efficiently p.>rformed tht- greater part of

the measureniiut and reduction, as wdl as assisting in the

ob.serving.




